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Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),
Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 27 July at 19h15.
Programme:
Annual General Meeting. It will be short and sweet (about ½ hour). Come and speak your
mind about society matters and vote for new committee members.
What’s Up? by Percy Jacobs.
10 minute break — library will be open.
Main talk: General Relativity: 100(+1) y ears - by Dr Peet van der Walt.
Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.
The chairperson at the meeting will be Johan Smit.

Friday 22 July from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at
CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road.
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Chairman’s Report for the meeting of 22 June 2016
- by Johan Smit
When our planned chairman could not attend the meeting Johan Smit had to
quickly step up and performed the duty for the evening.
The evening started with Bosman Olivier presenting on the topic of cosmic distances. He explained the need for astronomical distance measurements, some of
which sounds very illogical to the man in the street.
Most of these are derived from ratios, like measuring distances in the solar system in
terms of an astronomical unit (the average radius of earth’s orbit around the Sun).
Or measurements based on physical properties, like the speed of light. Distances to
nearby objects are based on the time taken for light to cover that distance, expressed as light-years.
For really far objects it is based on the angular displacement of an object as
measured between two furthest points in earth’s orbit around the Sun. This is expressed as Parallax-seconds (PARSEC) instead of regular angular measurements.
For instance, a parallax of one arc-second is equal a distance of 3.26 light years, or
if you insist, 30 860 000 000 000 Km.
I think Bosman have proven the need to use the distance measurements that
we are using.
Then Michael Moller pointed out some things to look forward to in July 2016. He covered everything from comets currently visible, through close approaches of the planets Mercury and Venus, best constellations to concentrate on, right through to international space station passes.
By just following his advice you are guaranteed not to be bored in July.
And lastly, Dr Sheldon Herbst gave a very good presentation on cosmic standard
candles. I thought that it would concentrate deeper into distance measurements, but
he surprised us by discussing the processes and uncertainties involved in using
Type I supernovae as a standard for measuring distances.
He explained how these measurements influence our estimate of the Hubble constant. The value of which have a great effect on the predicted age, expansion, and
eventual end of our universe.
He also showed how such astronomical data is miss-used, or strangely interpreted by the media. For instance when the latest research pointed to errors in using
Type IA supernovae to determine distances and thus calculating the Hubble constant, it was spectacularly reported as:
“Astronomers say universe is expanding faster than predicted”
“Universe is expanding 9% faster than we thought”
“Discovery that universe is expanding faster than previously thought challenges Einstein’s theory”
He took us through the real meaning of the latest research and what the real
papers said. And they definitely did not mention any of the reported headlines. Once
again, the media did not let facts interfere with a good story.
It was a pleasure and privilege to hear Sheldon and we look forward to invite him
again in the future.
The meeting ended with the usual refreshments and more than usual discussions with Sheldon about his fascinating presentation.
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Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 27 th July 2016
by Percy Jacobs
What's up in August 2016
Phases of the Moon
31st July to 6th Aug & 24th Aug to 5th SeptDark sky (2 ½ weeks)
2nd Aug & 1st Sept
New Moon
10th Aug – rises 11:50
First Quarter
th
18 Aug
Full Moon
25th Aug – rises 01:07
Last Quarter
Planets
Mercury – on 10th Aug - 21 above horizon in the west at sunset (~17:50) (for most of
the month)
Venus – 10th Aug - 14 above horizon in the west at sunset (~17:50) (for most of the
month)
Mars – 10th Aug @ 20:00 ~72 above horizon in the North (for most of the month)
Jupiter – 10th Aug – visible from sunset to ~20:30 in the west (time gets less each day)
Saturn – 10th Aug @~20:30 - ~75 above horizon in the north (for most of the month)
Uranus & Neptune - 25th Aug @ ~02:00 – Uranus about 50 above horizon in the
north-east & Neptune 64 above horizon in the north
Planet Locations in month of August (compliments of Sky & Telescope)

Events
1st Sept
Annular Solar Eclipse @ 11:02 (moon is closest to the Sun)
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26th Aug @ ~18:00 – planet grouping - approx. 20 above horizon in the west at sunset – Mercury, Venus, Jupiter
rd
3 Aug – ASSA General Meeting to be held in Pretoria – all are welcome to attend
Constellations – shall be discussed in more detail at meeting
South - Centaurus - “The Centaur – half horse half man”
Vela - “Sail of the Ship”
Carina - “Keel of the Ship”
Crux - “Southern Cross”
Pavo - “peacock”
Tucana
- “the American Goose”
East

- Aquarius - “the water bearer”
Capricornus - “the sea goat”
Aquila - “the eagle”\
Sagitta
- “the arrow”
Delphinus
- “the dolphin”

North – Cygnus - “the swan” or “the northern cross”
Lyra - “the lyre”
Hercules
- “Hercules” or “key hole”
Scorpius
- “the scorpion”
Libra - “the beam balance”

Letter of congratulation sent to Johan Smit, our chairman
Johan
On behalf of myself and the ASSA Council I’d like to congratulate ASSA Pretoria for arranging such a successful Star Party at Britstown last weekend.
Please convey my and our heartiest congratulations to Dave Blane, Percy
Jacobs, Louis Lombaard, John Maynier & Andy Overbeek on their exceptional achievement of observing the ASSA Top 100 in a single night.
The Pretoria Centre is indeed giving execution to its prime focus on observing and in so doing is setting an admirable example for other Centres to aspire to. To the best of my (admittedly limited) knowledge this is the first time
that such a “group effort” has been successfully completed by so many observers.
It is an exceptional achievement on which ASSA Pretoria and the individual
“vasbyters” can justifiably be proud.
Kind regards
Pierre de Villiers
President of ASSA and chairman of the Hermanus Centre of the ASSA
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Report for Observing Evening on Friday 17th June 2016
- by Johan Smit
With much excitement we went to the viewing evening. The weather
was not looking promising but with the date being close to the winter solstice a
long evening was available.
Lots of visitors were expected and most of them came. And fortunately
the sky stayed open to enable us to show everything that was available to everyone that was there.
There were 4 telescopes and about 20 to 30 people on the field throughout the evening.
Early in the evening we showed the early visitors Jupiter and the other
planets as they appeared. Everyone saw Saturn, the Moon and Mars. We
were lucky and could see the red spot on Jupiter.
In between the planets we looked at all the favourites, like the Southern
Cross, Jewel Box and Omega Centauri. The Eta-Carina area and the splendid
clusters around it were admired. Obviously my favourite, NGC 2547, the heart
clusters was shown especially to the ladies.
One new telescope owner was quickly helped to make peace with his
instrument. This time all that was needed was proper alignment of the finder
scope and some instruction on how to use it. One very happy telescope owner
was very proud to hunt down a few targets himself after the training.
In between looking at the typical targets, globular clusters, open clusters,
nebulae, double stars and a “new” favourite Rubi Cruxis, a carbon star close to
beta Cruxis, the topic of stellar evolution was discussed with some very keen
visitors.
The views of various objects were compared in different telescopes to
explain the strengths and weaknesses of different telescope configurations.
Neville Young was entertaining the visitors with his solar system model.
This very useful learning tool is becoming one of the main attractions of our
evenings.
When the sky clouded over around 21:00 we reluctantly had to call it a
night.

Basics: Jupiter - A traveler's guide
Have you ever thought of blasting off to the King of the Planets? For
a truly out of this world planetary experience, you should head beyond the
Asteroid Belt to the largest planet in the solar system.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTrQ4TUukuk
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Observing: Two companion documents about observing, prepared by
Johan Moolman over a considerable period of time, have now been
put on our website. They are:
•
OBSERVING and AP TARGETS at a glance A.docx
•
Constellations list.docx

Dark sky weekend. The Pretoria Centre of ASSA will be hosting a
dark sky weekend from Friday 5 August to Sunday 7 August at Shekinah Camp in the Mabula Nature Reserve near Bela Bela in the Limpopo province. The venue is about 170 km from Pretoria.
Accommodation consists of dormitory rooms (16 to 18 beds each)
with communal ablution facilities and a big communal kitchen. Please
remember to bring your own bedding, food and drink for the weekend.
To book for this exciting weekend under the dark skies with plenty of
deep sky targets to hunt for, please contact Shekinah Camp’s Zika
Bennet directly on 083 412 2914 or through their web site at
www.shekinahkamp.co.za/ to secure your weekend.
Nothing stops you from making it a long weekend, since the next
Tuesday (the 9th of August) is Women’s Day.
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Observing: NGC 2451, just a lovely open cluster - by Magda Streicher
The constellation Puppis resides in an area of the sky which is relatively busy in starlight
terms. The constellation appears to be hanging on to the spiral arm right next to Carina, one of
the favourite areas to observe during the southern summer. Open star clusters remain a favourite and I never get tired of observing them, whether through binoculars or through a telescope.
There is so much character to be found in composites with stars of various degrees of brightness. Then, of course, there are also the stories that can be woven around such groups.
NGC 2451 is found 4 degrees north-west of the magnitude 2.2 Zeta Puppis and only a degree of NGC 2477, another cluster. The large, colourful cluster of stars is bright and easily spotted through binoculars. The group is also reckoned to be one of those nearest to us, being only
850 light years away – that is relatively close. The heartbeat of this outstanding group is the
dominant, brighter, orange-coloured C Puppis, which has a magnitude of 3.6 and is classed as a
type K4. NGC 2451 is estimated to be about 30 million years old, which is also fairly young in
universe time.
As we continue observing the cluster we notice that most of its approximately 30 members
lie to the west of the brighter star. The stars are widely spaced with no central condensation.
With a bit of imagination I can see a horse’s head in the formation of the stars, with its red eye
looking westwards. A few very faint stars trailing northward could be imagined as the upright
ears of the horse impression.
Lesser stars are found towards the eastern side of the group. A neat little string of stars a
few arc minutes further towards the north running from east to west could add various other impressions.
At times it is necessary simply to look up at the stars, notice them, take in the views, and
enjoy them without spending too much time or effort searching for some particular, deep-sky object.
Below: NGC 2451
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Cold and tired - by Neville Young
2016 is the year of my Kambro baptism and boy did I get cold! I could have got very
tired but I went to bed before I reached that point. Which emphasised the fact that we are
all unique in our requirements for sleep and our ability to withstand cold.
I was amazed at how several of the guys were able to observe from dusk till dawn, get
some sleep until lunchtime and then repeat the all-night session again! Percy was at Kambro for 4 nights which for most people would require 4 x 8 hours sleeping. I doubt whether
Percy slept more than 16 hours. On the last evening, he observed till around 22h00, took a
2 hour nap and then drove 780km to get home. Others doing similar staying-awake magic
were Johans Moolman and Smit and several other younger observers. And then there was
86 year old John Nosurname. I know he observed ALL Saturday night, and I suspect all
Friday night too!
I CANNOT lose sleep without my brain going to jelly and my body going weak for the
following 2 days. Why not? Well, I am just made that way. I recall that Winston Churchill
only needed 3 hours sleep – every night. He slept from midnight until 3am – his famous
speeches were written in the dark, early morning hours. Ali Bacher – the South African
cricket captain of the 1970s and later cricket administrator did not need much more than 4
hours sleep each night. Being awake 4 hours more each day than the average person certainly allows very much more to be achieved in a lifetime.
I have resignedly had to accept that I am average in my sleep needs and restricted
productive hours.
What about the cold? I froze on the first 2 nights which probably forced me indoors
(in-tent actually) before I hit the staying-awake limit. When observing is no longer enjoyable, when my fingers go numb and my body starts to shiver, I give up. We have all seen
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Johan Smit and Michael Moller hold out until well into winter before giving in to a jersey or
jacket at the Friday evening practicals. The champion by a long way at Kambro was Johan
Moolman who wore shorts and a T-shirt until sundown even though the daytime temperature in that cold Karoo did not exceed 12 degrees. See the contrast in dress in this picture.
Most of us were wearing a few pairs of socks, long johns, tracksuits, warm shirts, jerseys
and jackets. Percy was careful to wear tracksuits made of fabric that does not allow any
breeze to induce a chill factor. Scarves, beanies and balaclavas made it difficult to recognise friends. Trying to do the gymnastics needed when peering through finder scopes while
dressed up like the Michelin man or a TellyTuby is so uncomfortable.
Once again I have to acknowledge that we all experience temperature differently. I
love the heat but soon go frigid in the cold, while in contrast those who do not like the heat
cannot wait for winter. This helps to realise that mountaineers and Antarctic adventurers
must have extreme tolerances for the cold.
I stoically take comfort in the fact that I was not the only one at Kambro who held up
the white flag when the cold and the tiredness overwhelmed me. I also had the thought that
perhaps those who chose go to Kambro expecting to go without sleep and to endure the
cold were those of us born with the physical constitution capable of doing so and are not
the average cross section of humanity. I suspect that those who know their temperature
and sleep limitations choose not to embark on a winter weekend’s intense stargazing.
I think I will have another go at Kambro, but will optimise my observing station for
more comfort such as an enclosure for a laptop computer with built-in red lighting, a large
enough working table which is also tall enough so as to be able to sit comfortably on a
chair, a bigger finder scope, gloves slim enough to be able to type and press camera buttons, a small stool to sit on when accessing the down-turned camera screen and controls.
Then – a cushion-sized electric blanket strapped around my middle and an extension cable
to plug it into! I will also prefer to swop and chalet for a tent.
Thanks to the organisers of the weekend and congratulations to the guys who observed all 100 ASSA objects on one night from sunset to sunrise.
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Noteworthy astronomy-related articles on the Internet
Solar system
•

A collection of 10 unexpected and intriguing facts about our solar system.
http://earth sky.org/sp ace/ten -th ings-you -may-n ot-kn ow-ab out-th e-sol ar-system?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=dc5d797b23EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-dc5d797b23-394671529

•

Comet Halley, parent of 2 meteor showers. The Eta Aquarid meteor shower was
spawned by the famous Comet Halley. But Halley spawned another meteor shower, too.
h ttp : // e a r th s k y. o r g / sp a c e / c o m e t -h al l e y - p a r en t- o f - 2 - m e t e o r - sh o w e r s ?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=4554cc4defEarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-4554cc4def-394671529

•

Mars Rover crosses rugged terrain. http://earthsky.org/space/mars-rover-crosses-mostrugg ed-terrain -so-far?u tm_sou rce=EarthSky+News&utm_camp aign =24ab 0c6ff4EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-24ab0c6ff4-394671529

Exoplanets
•

Stars strip atmospheres of super-Earths. These planets are 2-10 times as massive as
Earth. They orbit near their stars and receive some 650 times the radiation that Earth receives from the Sun. http://earthsky.org/space/stars-strip-away-atmospheres-of-superear t hs ?ut m _s ou rc e= E art hS k y + News &ut m _c amp aign = 9e6df 11d 57EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-9e6df11d57-394671529

Interstellar travel
•

Interstellar travel by different means. http://earthsky.org/space/alpha-centauri-traveltime?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_camp aign=48cf 374759EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-48cf374759-394671529

Life in extreme environments
•

Inhositable Danakil Depression hosts extreme life. Near-boiling water bubbles up from
underground, there are high salt concentrations and toxic vapour. Yet life survives there.
h ttp :/ / e a rt h s k y. o r g / e a r th / h u n t - f o r- l if e - i n - i n h o sp i t ab l e -d a n a k il -d ep r e s s i on ?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=4c087e5d11EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-4c087e5d11-394671529

Observing
•

Star Spica, guide to Omega Centauri. http://earthsky.org/tonight/spica-guide-to-omegacentauri?utm_s ource= EarthSky +News &utm_c ampaign=cb53183cd 8EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-cb53183cd8-394671529

•

Watch NASA build the JWST. http://earthsky.org/space/watch-nasa-build-james-webbsp ac e-t el e sc op e ?u tm_ s ou rc e=E arth S ky +N e ws&u tm _c amp a ig n =cb 5 31 8 3cd 8EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-cb53183cd8-394671529

•

Hadar is also called Beta Centauri. http://earthsky.org/brightest-stars/beta-centauri-hadarsouth ern-p ointer-star?utm_source=Earth Sky+News&utm_camp aign=24ab 0c6ff4EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-24ab0c6ff4-394671529

Supernovae
•

Moon rocks reveal nearby supernova. Iron-60 found in moon rocks supports an earlier
finding that – 2 million years ago – a supernova exploded only 300 light-years away. http://
earth sky.org/sp ace/moon-rocks-reveal-n earb y-sup ern ova?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=4554cc4defEarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-4554cc4def-394671529
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Feature of the month: Astronomers find super- Jupiter in triple-star system
Using ESO’s Very Large Telescope, astronomers have found a young Jupiter-like planet in a triple-star system. This artist’s impression shows a view of the
system HD 131399 from close to the Jupiter-like exoplanet orbiting in the system.
The astronomers estimate that the planet is at least four times as massive as Jupiter and has a surface temperature of around 580 °C.
http://www.sci-news.com/astronomy/hd-131399ab-super-jupiter-triple-star-system-

Astronomy- related images and video clips on the Internet
•

A virtual tour of Big Bear Solar Observatory.
https://10minuteastronomy.wordpress.com/2015/10/13/a-tour-of-big-bear-solar-observatory/

•

New Dawn spacecraft images of two craters on the dwarf planet Ceres. http://
e a r th s k y. o rg /sp a c e /n e w - i m ag e s- o f -c e r e s - cr a t e rs ?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=48329bf66aEarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-48329bf66a-394671529

•

Aurorae on Jupiter. http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap160711.html

•

The Bubble Nebula. It’s a cloud of gas and dust illuminated by the brilliant star within it.
See a new HST image. http://earthsky.org/space/bubble-nebula-looks-like-giant-cosmicsoap -b u b b l e?u tm_sou rce= Earth Sky+ N ews&u tm _camp aig n =77 8 13 07b 7 7EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-7781307b77-394671529

•

Stunning view of solar flare. NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) captured this
image of a solar flare. http://earthsky.org/space/stunning-view-of-solar-flare-april17-2016?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=f452138682EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-f452138682-394671529
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In constellation Scorpius, south of Antares, lies the Prawn Nebula, an emission nebula 6 000
light-years away. Nearby hot, massive stars, millions of years young, radiate the nebula with invisible ultraviolet light, stripping electrons from atoms. The electrons eventually recombine with
the atoms to produce the visible nebular glow, dominated by the red emission line of hydrogen.
Photograph taken by Johan Moolman.

The Orion Nebula. It is
1 344 light-years away
and is the closest region of massive star
formation. It is 24 lightyears across. Photograph by Dawie Venter.
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Omega Centauri. There is considerable evidence that it is not a globular cluster, but the remaining nucleus of a dwarf galaxy that was drawn in by the gravity of our Galaxy and then ripped
apart by the tidal forces of our Galaxy. See the newsletter for September 2012, page 7. Photograph taken by Johan Moolman. Comment: An excellent photograph!
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newsletters: All old
newsletters from January 2004
onward are on our website.
They contain a record of our
Centre’s activities as well as
astronomical information.
Database: Members are reminded that a database of the
books in our library is to be
found on our website. The database was created by Danie
Barnardo, one of our committee members.

